Abstract. We prove the quantum generalization of the Horn conjecture. A by product is that for the set of inequalities for the eigenvalues of product of unitary matrices problem [1], [2] , no mention needs to be made to quantum cohomology. Via Witten's isomorphism between quantum cohomology and the Verlinde algebra, we obtain a generalization (with proof) of the classical saturation conjecture.
Introduction
We prove the quantum generalizations of Horn and saturation conjectures. This can be viewed in two ways: One is to provide inductive conditions as to when a Gromov-Witten number of a Grassmannian is nonzero. The other is as (inductive) generation of a necessary and sufficient set of inequalities for the (possible) eigenvalues of a product of unitary matrices (of determinant 1) without any mention to quantum cohomology. The statement of the quantum Horn conjecture has not appeared before 1 . One possible way to arrive at it is the following (which is different from the one from this paper, and which we learned later from Woodward): By a theorem of Witten [9] , Gromov-Witten numbers of Grassmannians are the dimensions of the space of global sections of a line bundle over a moduli space of parabolic bundles over P 1 . Non vanishing of a G-W number surely implies that the corresponding moduli space is nonempty. Hence we have a semistable parabolic bundle with (given) weights which should satisfy the inequalities of [1] , [2] . That these are sufficient is the quantum version of the Horn Conjecture which we prove in this paper (we prove a stronger result which in the case of expected dimension = 0 yields this result).
We obtain both necessity and sufficiency by geometric methods. The model is the author's proof of the classical Horn and saturation Conjectures [4] (which was originally proved by the Honeycomb theory by Knutson and Tao following the work of Klyachko, Totaro and Fulton). The quantum case is technically a little more difficult because we have to be careful about the smoothness assumptions of various intervening Quot schemes and about the complexity of maps of bundles on a curve. For example the kernel subbundle does not capture the pointwise kernel at all the points. Also it is very important to generalise the definition of GW-invariants of Grassmannians (together with the transformation formulas which allow us to express these new numbers in terms of the usual GW invariants).
The methods of this article give a natural mechanism to go from 'quantum intersections' to the sections of a bundle over the moduli space (as in Witten's theorem) -in the same spirit as section 6 of [4] where an arrow from intersections in Grassmannians to invariants in tensor products of representations of SL(r) was given. Similarly, it shows transversality for quantum Schubert calculus in any characteristic.
Just as the usual Horn conjecture implies the saturation conjecture (a theorem on invariants in tensor products of representations of GL(r)), the quantum Horn conjecture implies a 'saturation' of Gromov-Witten numbers. This should imply a saturation property of structure coefficients in the Verlinde algebra (but we have not worked out the Verlinde aspect in this paper).
Consider the problem of possible eigenvalues of a product of (special) unitary matrices. The answer was a polyhedron with defining inequalities indexed by nonvanishing Gromov-Witten numbers ( [1] , [2] ) of the form:
(1 ≤ r < n, σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d = 0 happening in Gr(r, n)).
But a Gromov-Witten number is non zero if and only if
2 we can find special unitary matrices B i in SU (r) with eigenvalues "coming" from I l 's and product = 1 (with central twists). See theorem 2.6 for the exact statements. So inductively the inequalities can be written down without quantum cohomology.
It is known ( [2] ) that we can restrict the inequalities to the case σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d = 1. In fact recently ( [5] )we have shown how to reduce this further (this would be vacuous if the quantum analogue of Fulton's conjecture were true), to the case when the matrices B i above are unique upto conjugation 3 . Or what is the same -that the corresponding moduli space in Witten's theorem is a point. These inequalities are shown to be irredundant in [5] .
We is defined to be, for generic flags F (W p l ) • on W p l (l = 1, 2, . . . , s), the number of subbundles V of O n P 1 of degree −d and rank r whose fiber V p l ⊂ W p l lies in the Schubert cell Ω o I l (W p l ) • : l = 1, . . . , s (the number is defined to be zero if there is a positive dimensional family of these).
Consider a point in the intersection corresponding to σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d = 0. This gives a subbundle V ⊂ O n P 1 . We want to consider the quantum Schubert calculus on V to obtain inductive conditions. There is a problem though: the degree of V is −d and could be negative. But we can assume that V has no deformations as a bundle (by Kleiman Bertini Theorem). So we have to allow the freedom of replacing O . This just means that in the splitting V = ⊕O P 1 (a i ), every a i − a j has absolute value ≤ 1. The reader could take this last formulation as the definition.
It is easy to see that there are generic bundles of every given degree and rank. Let G D,n be the generic bundle of degree −D and rank n.
We can therefore define σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n , by replacing in the previous definition O n P 1 by G D,n . In case the expected dimension is nonzero, the statement: "The intersection defining σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n is nonempty " makes sense. We will write this as
We can always assume that D = 0 using the transformation formulas 6 construction:
(1) Let n 1 , . . . , n s be numbers in {0, . . . , n − 1}. Let I 1 , . . . , I s be subsets of {1, . . . , n} each of cardinality r. Let k l be the cardinality of the set {u ∈ I l | u ≤ n l }, we have
(In case the expected dimension is not zero, treat these as equalities of expected dimension and equivalences of non emptiness. It would be nice to write this as an equation in an appropriate cohomology group.) Remark 0.2. In the case D = 0 it is interesting to try and characterise the property σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n = φ in terms of the quantum ⋆ product. It is likely that this is equivalent to the star product σ I 1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ σ I s being non-zero in the quotient of the (small) quantum cohomology ring obtained by setting q d+1 = 0. That is, in the star product there is a term with q coefficient q a with a ≤ d.
Let us first write the main theorem in terms of these generalized GW-numbers. This is the most natural formulation. 
if and only if: 
We now formulate the main theorem so that inductively only ordinary GWinvariants are needed. So we have to bring σ K 1 , . . . , σ K s E,d,r = 1 to the degree d = 0 using the transformation formulas. The passage between these two formulations is via remark 2.2. 
and only if:
(1) [Notation for the inequality: write d = br − c; 0 ≤ c < r;Ẽ = E + bR − c 1 with c 1 the cardinality of the set {u ∈ K 1 | u ≤ c}.
Remark 0.5. An equivalent set of inequalities can be obtained as follows. For this write d = br − c; 0 ≤ c < r. One can distribute the −c operation: Let r 1 , . . . , r s be each ≥ 0 and < r and r i = c (Use the same choice of r i for all the inequalities).
The case r = R gives just one inequality which says that the expected dimension is non negative.
Plan for this paper: Section 1: A useful generalization of Gromov-Witten numbers of Grassmannians, together with transformation formulas which say that these can be recovered from the usual Gromov-Witten numbers. It is best to state theorems in terms of these generalized GW invariants.
Section 2: Quantum Horn conjecture. Geometric explanation-1. Section 3: Get the same statement of the conjecture via tangent spaces. Quantum analogues of saturation and Fulton's conjecture. The quantum Horn conjecture implies the saturation property. We see that from the analysis of tangent spaces that a theorem on maps between vector bundles on P 1 with 'parabolic structure' needs to be proved (which we prove in section 5). All the results of this paper follow from this statement.
Section 4: We prove some results on homomorpisms of generic bundles with local data: computing the dimensions of the space of maps with (1) The kernel (as a sheaf) of given degree and rank.
(2) For each parabolic point p, the rank of the map at p.
We do the dimension count also when flags are given on the fiber of the generic bundles at the parabolic points and the maps are required to satisfy conditions with respect to these flags (which are like those for maps of parabolic bundles).
Section 5: The proofs. The main idea is same as in [4] : to look at the generic element in the tangent space and view it as a map between two vector bundles. But as stated earlier a map of vector bundles can have different ranks at various points. This is a 'routine' problem in the theory of Parabolic bundles -but it took us some time to realize how to get around it in this case. As always a drop in rank is compensated by increase in other degrees. A sketch of the proof is provided in 5.2.
One aspect of this story is the interesting source of unitary local systems on P 1 − S for S a finite set produced by quantum cohomology (which is due to Witten, but we have made a more direct construction of the associated parabolic bundle in this paper). This "source" of unitary representations of the fundamental group can be used to show irredundancy of a set of inequalities determining the (possible) local monodromies of unitary local systems on P 1 − S [5] . The author thanks W. Fulton, S. Kumar, M.V. Nori, L. Rozansky and C. Woodward for useful discussions and communication.
Generalized Gromov-Witten numbers
We repeat some definitions from the introduction. Let I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I s be subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n} of cardinality r and p 1 , . . . , p s general points of
. , s (the number is defined to be zero if there is a positive dimensional family of these).
Generic bundles on P 1 :
It is easy to see that there are generic bundles of every degree and rank. Let G D,n be the generic bundle of degree −D and rank n.
We can therefore define
by replacing in the previous definition O n P 1 by G D,n . In case the expected dimension is nonzero, the statement: "The intersection defining σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n is nonempty " makes sense. We will write this as
Relevant Moduli spaces: Let r < n, and d, D any integers.
The smoothness is proved below for completeness.
n−k by twisting G D,n by a suitable O P 1 (l). Let S ∈ M (r, d, n, D) and S = ⊕O P 1 (a i ) for some a i , i = 1, . . . , r. We have a i ≤ 0. The obstructions to the smoothness live in H 1 (P 1 , Hom(S, V/S)) which is surjected on by H 1 (P 1 , Hom(S, V)) (there are no H 2 's on a curve!) and the latter group is easily checked to be zero. The standard theory gives the rest of the statement. Remark 1.4. It is useful to note the vanish statement used in the above proof: If V is a generic bundle on P 1 and S ⊂ V any coherent subsheaf, then
The following property is needed.
then the set of generic subbundles is dense in it.
Proof. Let S ⊂ V = G D,n be a point and S t a sequence of generic bundles converging to S as t → 0. Note that H 1 (P 1 , Hom(S, V)) = 0 hence this happens for generic t too. So the Hom(S t , V) form a vector bundle over the parameter space T . Hence an embedding φ 0 lifts to an embedding in a neighborhood of 0 etc.
Shift operations.
In the shift operation the degree of the total bundle increases (a convention) and hence D decreases.
The basic shift operation performed on σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n is the following:
Proof.
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(Main idea from [3] ). Let V = G D,n . Choose a uniformising parameter t at p 1 , defineṼ to be the bundle whose sections are meromorphic sections s of V so that ts is holomorphic and has fiber at p 1 in F (V p1 ) 1 .
We claimṼ is isomorphic to G n,D . The degree computation is clear. Its genericity has to be checked. Without loss of generality assume (have to tensor V by an appropriate O P 1 (l)) :
The sub W = O u P 1 is the part generated by global sections, so is canonical. Hence we may assume (since our flags on G D,n are generic) so F (V p1 ) 1 is not in the fiber of W at p 1 .
IfṼ were not generic we will find a map O P 1 (1) →Ṽ, hence a map O P 1 →Ṽ(−p 1 ), or a section s ofṼ that vanishes at p 1 . Hence s is a section of V whose fiber at p 1 is in F (V p1 ) 1 . Hence we find a contradiction to the assumption that there are no global sections of V with fiber in F (V p1 ) 1 . The rest is routine and is by noting that V gets induced flags and by closing up subbundles of V inṼ etc.
Check that the codimensions on both sides are the same. Let
This procedure can be iterated. Iterating it n times leads toD = D − n and d = d − r and everything else the same. The iteration can be applied to different factors etc.
To summarise and note the consequences obtained by iteration, we note the following formulas.
(1) Let n 1 , . . . , n s be numbers in {0, . . . , n − 1}. Let I 1 , . . . , I s be subsets of {1, . . . , n} each of cardinality r. Let k l be the cardinality of the set {u ∈ I l | u ≤ n l }.
8 In case the expected dimension is not zero treat this as equality of the expected dimensions and equivalence of non emptiness.
One interesting problem is to understand Kontsevich's degeneration with these generalized numbers. The basic central action was observed originally by AgnihotriWoodward [1] (in the form of equality of two numbers).
Quantum Horn: Geometric Explanation-1
We obtain one half of the quantum Horn inequalities in the 'naive' way. The reader should compare this with the section Geometric Explanation-1 from [4] . We start with a definition. Definition 2.1. Let T be a bundle of degree −D and rank n on P 1 , endowed with flags
That is the expected dimension of subbundles of T in the same 'Schubert Position' as V. Call the data (d, r, I
1 , . . . , I s ) the Schubert position of V. When the flags on T are clear we will just write dim(V, T ) for the dimension above.
Now assume
Recall our special circumstance with these 'numbers'. We do not ignore the case of the expected dimension being positive. Let generic flags be chosen on the fibers of T = G D,n at the points p l , l = 1, . . . , s. And let V be a point on the intersection 'defining'
Note that we can assume from lemma 1.5 that V is generic as a bundle (together with Kleiman Bertini theorem). This is because as shown there the set of points in M (r, d, n, D) which give generic bundles is Zariski dense.
V inherits complete flags on its fibers, and can be assumed to be isomorphic to G d,r and the flags generic enough for intersection theory (the reason for this is same as in [4] , the idea is the following: any small perturbation of the flags on G D,n is still generic, perturb it is such a way that V stays in the intersection and the induced flags on it become generic).
Let S ⊂ V be a subbundle of rank r S and degree degree(S) and of Schubert position
This is (since the induced flags on V are generic) the actual dimension of the space of subbundles of V with the same Schubert position as S.
The Schubert position of S ∈ G D,n can be calculated and found to beK l defined as follows: let
. . , s}) and writing out these inequalities one gets
where
and these are numbers between 0 and 1 (both possible). LetW
then the inequality takes the shape
When the expected dimension dim = 0, we have
For every subbundle S ⊂ V, we have
So in this case the inequalities are equivalent to semistability of a 'parabolic structure' on V. The transformation formulas allow us to assume d = 0 at the cost of changing everything else (except n, r), and in this case the problem of finding out whether there is S inside V with the given Schubert position is a question in quantum cohomology. The inequalities above are equivalent to the set where we throw out all the S which do not correspond to a intersection 1 situation (as will be justified below). Hence in the case d = 0 we get the above set of inequalities to be equivalent to: whenever
happening in Gr(r ′ , r) for r ′ < r, we have We can now state a more explicit form of the quantum Horn Problem in the case of expected dimension 0. And in the form that can be used on a computer. Basically we have to explain the process of bringing the subbundle V to be of degree −0. Before that a remark on generating generalized GW number =1 situations from the classical cases.
Remark 2.2. Suppose we are given d, r, p and want to generate all possible
whereẼ is an integer and theK l 's are subsets of {1, . . . , r} each of cardinality p and so that
(or = 1). We proceed as follows: Write d = br − c; 0 ≤ c < r. Let r 1 , . . . , r s be each ≥ 0 and < r and r i = c. We then have from the transformation formulas the rule:
where K l and E are given by:
(1)K l + r l = K l (mod r, with 0's replaced by r). (2) Let c l be the cardinality of the set {u ∈ K l | u ≤ r l }.
Hence we can start with K ′ and E's satisfying
(or = 1) and defineK l 's andẼ's by the above rules.
Definition 2.4. For a = (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ ∆ r , define
Also define 
where d is a non negative integer then
if and only if: Given any 1 ≤ p < r and any choice of subsets K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K s of cardinality p of {1, . . . , r} and q a nonegative integer and if
then the inequality
Remark 2.7. The operation S d is important. Let us look at Gr(2, 4). Here r = 2, n = 4, d = 1, I
1 , I 2 , I 3 are {1, 4}, {2, 3} and {1, 2}, the corresponding δ ′ s are (1/2, −1/2), (0, 0) and (0, 0), and the shift operation on the first converts it into (0, 0), (0, 0), (0, 0) which certainly satisfies the inequalities. But without the shift, the inequality corresponding to K 1 , K 2 , K 3 = {1}, {2}, {2}, p = 1, q = 0, would have led us to 
Quantum Horn-Tangent Spaces
We want to obtain the necessary part of the quantum Horn conjecture, by tangent space methods.
Let T i be varieties (in characteristic 0) with transitive actions of connected algebraic groups G i on them for i = 1, . . . , s. Let X 1 , . . . , X s be subvarieties of T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T s (respectively). Let Y be a irreducible variety (in our application it will be smooth as well) with maps f i : Y → T i . Question 3.1. We want to know if f
Further let U be an Zariski open subset of Y which is smooth and dense. Also assume that each X i is smooth. Then if the answer to the question 3.1 is true then (for generic g i ),
(1)
is non-empty, smooth of the expected dimension
and has a dense intersection with U . (2) If expdim ≥ 0 and the intersection I is nonempty, then I ∩ U is a Zariski dense subset of I. Fix such g i and pick
The smoothness of intersection translates to:
is of the expected dimension expdim (at x) (Where the tangent space of a scheme X at x is denoted by T (X) x ). There is a converse as well. If we can 'create' a situation where we have
is of the expected dimension expdim (at x), then the answer to 3.1 is yes. It is easy to see that if the tangent space of the Scheme theoretic intersection at x is of the expected dimension, then the actual intersection is also of the expected dimension. 
is a complete flag on T p l , and
. . , n} then we get a Schubert cell
Recall that the tangent space of Gr(r, n) at V ⊂ C n is canonically isomorphic to Hom(V, C n /V ). We will now identify the tangent spaces to Schubert varieties [4] : Lemma 3.2. Let I = {i 1 < i 2 < · · · < i r } be a subset of {1, . . . , n} of cardinality r. Let F • be a complete flag on C n and let
is given by
Both V and C n /V inherit complete flags from C n by restriction and projection. Let F j (V ), F j (C n /V ) denote the elements of these flags of dimensions j (F j (V ) = V ∩ F ij , the description of the flag on C n /V is in terms of the complement of the set I). With this notation,
Returning to the situation "at hand" above, assume that the intersection is nonempty and let V be a transverse point of intersection of
is smooth at V of the expected dimension. Note that tangent space at V of M (r, d, n, D) is Hom(V, T /V). Both V and Q = T /V get s complete flags by restriction and projection.
Hence the transversality at V translates to the tangent space
Let S ⊂ V be a subbundle of degree −d ′ , rank r ′ and in Schubert position K l , l = 1, . . . , s with respect to the induced flags on V. Let HOM S ⊂ HOM be formed by φ satisfying φ(S) = 0.
(1) The dimension of Hom(V/S, T /V) is at least as much as
The codimension of the conditions from the lth flag is
These are linear vector space conditions. Hence dimension of HOM S is at least Therefore we get as before, the following inequality for each S ⊂ V.
where wt(S, V, {F • (V p l ), l = 1, . . . , s}) is defined as follows: wt(S, V, {F • (V p l ), l = 1, . . . , s}) is a sum of s terms
If we assign the weight n−r−a n−r to F a (Q p l ) and weight n−r+a−i l a n−r to F a (V p l ), then HOM is the set of φ which take the weight ≥ b part of V p l to the weight ≥ b part of Q p l for each b. If the expected dimension = 0, then HOM is {0}.
Hence we have obtained the necessity of the Horn Conditions again using tangent space methods. This proof of necessity works only in characteristic 0, but the proof in the earlier section works in all characteristics. The proof of the converse in this paper will work in any characteristic, thereby proving transversality for quantum Schubert calculus in any characteristic.
3.1. Quantum Saturation. In the classical case, the Horn conjecture was closely related to a conjecture of saturation of certain intersection numbers. It is not immediately clear what the quantum analogue of this statement is. We want to show that if one GW number is nonzero then some other GW witten nuber is non zero too. We have only one tool to show that a GW number is nonzero -produce a situation where the intersection is nonempty and the intersection is transverse at one particular point.
We discover the statement of the saturation property as follows: Start with σ I 1 , . . . , σ I s d,D,n = 0 (and the case of expected dimension = 0). As before let T = G D,n with s complete (and generic) flags on the fibers of T at p 1 , . . . , p s . Let V be a point of intersection above, let r = rank(V). Let Q = T /V. We have H 1 (P 1 , Q) = 0. Consider
where Q appears N times in the direct sum.
V is a subbundle of T ′ . In the Quot scheme of subbundles of T ′ , V is a smooth point because of
It should be noticed that T ′ may not be a generic bundle. Note that
One also gets s partial flags on
So that under each of the N natural maps P roj v : Q ′ → Q; v = 1, . . . , N one has
One can now induce a partial flag on the fibers of T ′ at the s given points by
Extend this to a complete flag on T ′ p l for l = 1, . . . , s so that the Schubert position of V is J l ⊂ {1, . . . , N (n − r) + r}, with by T ′ (which has the same rank and degree) and the flags constructed above on T ′ . From local intersection theory we then get
Introduce the notation: for I a subset {i 1 < . . . ı r } of {1, . . . , n}, define
Hence we can form the function
. We have shown the easy half of the saturation problem:
9 When the Witten isomorphism is worked out, it will be seen that
where M is a moduli space of parabolic bundles and Θ an ample line bundle on it. So the easy half of quantum saturation is very easy once this connection is made. But it should be noted that we needed to have the flexibility of allowing D to be nonzero. That is even if D = 0 the D that appears in f (N ) is nonzero. The other implication f (1) = 1 ⇐ f (N ) = 1, is true because f is weakly increasing.
It is easy to see that quantum Horn implies the quantum saturation conjecture. The nonzeroness of f (N ) is equivalent to the same set of inequalities for each N > 0.
Statement of the theorem on Homomorphisms.
The link between homomorphism of generic bundles and non vanishing of Gromov-Witten numbers will be formalized in the following. It is useful to introduce some notation at this point Notation 3.4. Let S be a bundle on P 1 . We will denote the rank of S by r S and let d S = −degree(S). 
is nonempty (and hence of the expected dimension). 
Proof. First we note that H 1 (P 1 , Hom(V, Q)) = 0 is equivalent to M (r, d, n, D) being nonempty. We know ⇐ to be true (by the smoothness statement earlier). One can do the ⇒ numerically. But here is a conceptual reason: The V ⊂ V ⊕Q deforms with every deformation of V ⊕ Q (the obstructions all live in H 1 (P 1 , Hom(V, Q)) and in higher H i which are all luckily zero on a curve.) In fact this shows that the quotient G D,n /V is also generic for V in an open subset of M (r, d, n, D) (apply the same argument to the duals).
The rest is as in [4] : We take a V ⊂ T where T is G D,n , and extend the generic flags on V and Q to T so that V is the required Schubert position in T . This gives
where Θ is an ample line bundle on M. So the quantum analogue of the conjecture of Fulton says in effect that f (1) = 1 implies the moduli space is a point(!). a transverse point of intersection if and only if the homomorphism assertion is true. Producing one transverse point of intersection is enough by the earlier arguments.
Therefore we have converted the problem of non emptiness of quantum intersections into a problem on homomorphism of generic bundles with "parabolic conditions".
The quantum Horn conjecture is therefore equivalent to (we have proved 1 ⇒ 2 so far)
. . , s be chosen at the points (fixed from the beginning) p 1 , . . . , p s ∈ P 1 . The vector space Hom:
where We will generalize this problem a bit and in the formulation 2) above replace i 
then (for chosen generic flags on V, Q) HOM Θ is of the expected dimension above if and only if
Every subbundle S ⊂ V satisfies
. and K l is the Schubert position of S ⊂ V with the given flags of V p l . Remark 3.8. The condition on the subbundle S in (2) above can be rewritten as
This equation for S = V is just the non-negativity of the expected dimension. And it is clear that this needs to be checked only for S coming from an "intersection 1" situation. We have proved that if HOM Θ is of the expected dimension above then the semi-stability type condition holds. Going the other way is all that needs to be done.
Let us try to generalise this homomorphism theorem to a theorem on a general curve C. Since there are nontrivial moduli of vector bundles on C, we need to clarify the meaning of the word generic. Generic in the rest of this section just means a generic point in the moduli space (of the given degree and rank). 
Homomorphisms of Generic bundles
Through out this section assume V and Q are generic bundles on P 1 with H 1 (P 1 , Hom(V, Q)) = 0. Let us begin by a general intersection theory remark.
Remark 4.1. Let X be a variety over a field k. Let Y, Z be subschemes and assume that Z is locally defined by vanishing of p functions. Then at each point w ∈ Y ∩ Z,
This is Krull's principal ideal theorem. If X is smooth, the diagonal in ∆ X ⊂ X × X is given locally by the vanishing of dim(X) functions, hence Y ∩Z = (Y ×Z)∩∆ X is of dimension (at each point of intersection) at least dim(Y ) + dim(Z) − dim(X). 
where r T = r V − r S the rank of the image T of a generic map φ satisfying the conditions.
In addition, the space of such maps is smooth and connected.
If complete flags are given on the fibers of V at p. Then the complete local Schubert information should include the Schubert position at p of the kernel subbundle and the kernel of φ p . Definition 4.5. We call the data (r, m, u, v, K, H), the Schubert local data of a map φ : V → Q at a point p ∈ P 1 where V has a complete flag on its fiber at p if 
The dimension of HOM Θ,SD is (where S is the kernel of a generic φ ∈ HOM Θ,SD ):
where exp is the expected dimension of HOM Θ
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, and where discr is a positive number which is made explicit in the proof.
Proof. The maps with the local data above maps at p to the space
where the rank(S) = r S ; rank(S) = v l . This is a homogenous space for the group GL(V p ) × GL(Q p ). Hence we just need to add up the conditions from p for various points p. Also let the corresponding Schubert position of S p ⊂ V p be T l . So we have
The dimension of this space is (where S is the kernel of a generic φ in this space):
where exp is the expected dimension of HOM Θ .
Proof. Similar considerations as the previous proof. The space of maps with kernel of degree −d S and rank r S is smooth of dimension (of each irreducible component)
[V/S is via φ a subsheaf of Q so the h 1 above vanishes] which is at least
This maps to the space (taking fiber at p l )
One computes the codimension of the Schubert conditions at the parabolic points p l and obtains the dimension inequality above. We have not obtained an exact formula for the dimension because
is not a homogenous space for any group (we have to fix the characteristics of the kernel of φ to do that (and that was done in the previous lemma).
Remark 4.9. The expected dimensions in the two lemmas above differ by the discrepancy disc. In particular the dimension of the space in lemma 4.8 is at least as much as that of the space in lemma 4.7
The Proofs
We prove theorem 3.7 in this section. One half of it has already been shown. We have to show that if the condition on subbundles holds then the dimension of HOM Θ is as expected. The proof is by induction of a stronger statement. We prove inductively the main theorem 3.7 and hypothesis H' from the section 5.1 below. We describe this auxillary hypothesis first.
5.1. The first step. Let φ be the general element of HOM Θ and S = S 1 its kernel. The kernel is a subbundle of V. Let S 2 be the kernel of a generic element φ 1 in the tangent space of subbundles of V in the same Schubert position (including degrees) as S 1 : Note φ 1 : S 1 → V/S 1 , and repeat the process φ k is the generic element of the tangent space of subbundles of S k−1 with the same Schubert position as S k and S k+1 the kernel of φ k .
Let W be the image of φ, W k , the image of the long composite φφ 1 
We note the following (for any parabolic point p:
We have from the preceding that
W k need not be a subbundle of Q. LetW k be their saturations inside Q. We have a sequence of subbundlesW
Which we are going to prove in addition to the main theorem. So we will assume this property for V, but with the inductive burden of needing to prove that dim(S k , S k−1 ) = (k + 1)dim(S k , T ) by the end of this proof (In case the stability assumptions are valid, and in the Horn type situation). We also notice that S k can each be assumed to be generic with generic flags on them by Kleiman Moving.
5.2.
The proof: A sketch of the main steps. We have things to prove even if HOM Θ is of the expected dimension. Namely we have to validate Hypothesis H' if the situation HOM Θ arises from a quantum Horn setting. The main steps are the following:
(1) HOM Θ is stratified into various strata based on the characteristics of the kernel subbundle and the kernel at the various parabolic bundles (these characteristics include Schubert positions). Let A be the generic stratum. (2) We have formulas for the dimension for A. Let φ be the general element in A and apply the construction of section 5.1 to it. We first show that dimension of A is
where exp is the expected dimension of HOM Θ . (3) In the case dim(S, V) = 0, there is nothing to show, so we assume dim(S, V) > 0. We study dim(W 1 ,W) − dim(W 1 , Q). which is less than or equal to 0 by the Horn type reasoning forW. But we show that (in lemma 5.2)
(4) We show (lemma 5.3) that Ω k ≤ Ω 1 . This in conjunction with the previous step forces all the Ω a to be equal, and consideration of the last Ω a proves all the required statements. 
is the dimension of HOM Θ . Notice that from 4.8, one immediately gets discr = 0. In the notation of lemma 4.7 this implies θ l hα j − (h l αj − α j ) = 0 for each l, j as in the lemma. Assume the stability type property and try to prove the various inductive statements. Return to the situation of the first step, and assume the stability type condition. We find therefore that the dimension of HOM θ is exp + dim(S, V) + (wt Θ (S) − deg(Q)r S + deg(S)r Q − r S r Q )
In case dim(S, V) = 0 there is nothing to prove. We claim
and Ω k+1 = dim(S k+1 , V)−dim(S k+1 , S)+(wt Θ (S k+1 )−deg(Q)r s k+1 +deg(S k+1 )r Q −r s k+1 r Q ).
Proof. Let us first do a local computation at p = p l . Let the Schubert position of S ⊂ V p be H l = {h 1 < · · · < h v } ⊂ {1, . . . , r} and of S p ⊂S be U l = {u 1 < · · · < u rS } ⊂ {1, . . . , v} whereS is the kernel of φ at p and S = S 1 is the kernel of φ as a sheaf. Now φ(F (V p ) ha ) ⊂ F (Q) θ l ha . Let the intersection ofW p with F (Q) θ l ha be γ dimensional. We find γ ≥ h a − a. So the Horn weight (the one that increases as we decrease the dimension) ofW p ∩ F (Q) θ l ha is at least r Q − (r V − r S ) + γ − θ l ha and hence ≥ r q − (r V − r S ) + (h a − a) − θ l ha . Now using remark 5.1 we find that the 'Horn weight' of the saturation 16 of the image of S k /S k+1 is at least 15 Note that exp + Ω 1 is the dimension of HOM Θ .
is only a subsheaf ofW, we do the calculation as if it were a subbundle, and actual weight of the saturation will be at least as much as we get here. This is standard in the parabolic theory-for example the standard fact of specialisation not decreasing parabolic degree of the saturation.
Which follows from
h uc − u c + |S | −r S ≥ h uc − c or that u c − c ≤|S | −r S which is clear. So the lemma is proved.
5.4. The last step. So in the situation before lemma 5.2, we assume dim(S, V) > 0, otherwise there is nothing to show. Now we have exp+Ω 1 =dimension of HOM Θ and
So Ω 2 ≥ Ω 1 . But we claim (1) The Schubert position of S p l ⊂ V p l is that of S k (that is they are in the same cell).
where exp is the expected dimension of HOM Θ . But the space above maps to HOM Θ with fiber over φ given by dim(S k , S) so dimension of X is less than or equal to HOM Θ + dim(S k , V). Putting together the two inequalities we get the statement of the lemma. So Ω 1 ≤ 0, our assumptions rule out Ω 1 < 0 so Ω a = 0 for all a. And we have therefore shown that HOM Θ is of the expected dimension. We need to prove hypothesis H' in the case this Θ situation was coming from a quantum intersection situation. In this case (wt θ (S a )− deg(Q)r Sa + deg(S a )r Q − r Sa r Q ) = dim(S M , V) − dim(S M , G D,n ).
Ω a = 2dim(S a , V) − dim(S a , S) − dim(S a , G D,n ). Hence assuming (1) dim(S a , V) = adim(S a , S a−1 ), (2) dim(S a , S) = (a − 1)dim(S a , S a−1 ), we get dim(S a , G D,n ) = (a + 1)dim(S a , S a−1 ) and we are done.
